SOME SPECIAL HYDRANGEAS
Joe Sime

T

here are far too many varieties of hydrangea. I must admit that it is hard to tell
some varieties apart, even when they are planted next to each other! This leads
many people to think that there are only three types: blowsy mop-heads, flattopped lace-caps or long panicles, and all on medium-sized shrubs. But hidden
amongst these are several truly distinctive plants that should be used much more by the
general gardener. I am going to describe a few of these, starting small and working
upwards.
H. serrata ‘Shirofuji’
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Don’t let the small size and thin
branches fool you; this is a tough
little customer and, growing to only
about 18”, it is ideal for the front of a
mixed border or even edging a path.
It is a lace-cap with white, fully
double sterile florets.
Repeatflowering over a fairly long period,
it is happy in sun or shade as long as
the soil does not dry out. Like most
hydrangeas, it is easy to propagate
from semi-ripe cuttings, so one plant
can soon provide enough offspring
to make a splash.
H. arborescens ‘Hayes Starburst’
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Like many of the new arborescent
varieties, this has weak and floppy
branches, but this can be used to
advantage, either at the front of a
border or hanging over a pot or a
wall. What is unique about it is the
structure of the flowers.
It is
basically a lace-cap, but with very
few fertile florets which are hidden
by the sterile ones. In these the
control mechanism that tells the
flower it has finished making petals
is faulty and what results is a mass
of short stems, often branching, with
many smallish (1cm) petals spirally arranged, getting smaller and closer as they reach the
end. They open white and fade to a very pale yellow-green. Although this sounds weird,
they look very delicate and decorative. Like all H. arborescens varieties, they make flowers
on the current year’s growth, so can be hard pruned and do not lose their flower power to
late frosts.

H. arborescens ‘Emerald Lace’
This is an upright shrub, to about 3
feet. The flowers are lace-cap with a
central boss of greenish-white fertile
florets surrounded by relatively few
white, sterile ones. They are nice
enough but it is not grown for its
flowers.
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The leaves are unique for a
hydrangea, being deeply dissected almost fern-like - and a strong, dark
green.
They make a superb
backdrop to the flowers, or to
anything else you may plant nearby.
Fine in sun or shade.

H. serrata ‘Kiyosumi’
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H. ’Kiyosumi’ was found on a
mountain of the same name. It is an
upright shrub, to about four feet.
The new foliage is bronze, and the
lace-cap flowers have sterile florets
that open white with a pink edge.
Once the flowers are fertilised, these
florets twist over on their stalks and
turn red. In autumn, the leaves also
turn red. It is an excellent plant,
giving a good show throughout the
year. It will get a bit straggly after a
few years, but responds well to
pruning. Every garden should have
one.
H. macrophylla ‘Izu-no-hana’
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A variety found in the wild on the
Japanese island of Izu. It will
eventually make a shrub to about
5ft. The lace-cap flowers are large
and flat. Colour depends upon the
soil, but it is good in its pink or blue
forms. The fertile florets are midblue (or mauve when alkaline) and
the large, double sterile ones a
lighter shade. It is stunning. It will
take shade but flowers better with
some sun.
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H. macrophylla ‘Quadricolor’
in leaf and flower

H. macrophylla ‘Quadricolor’
The nurseries say this a relatively small shrub, to 3ft, but we find it much bigger. It is
named for its uniquely variegated leaves which have four shades: gold, cream, dark green
and light grey-green. It also produces very large flower heads that are mid-way between
lace-cap and mop-head, in that the sterile florets, as well as forming around the flower
head, also form within the ‘dinner plate’, so some look like lace-caps, others look like
diffuse mop-heads and others are in between. Flower colour depends on soil: the fertile
florets are dark pink (or blue) and the sterile ones lighter in colour.
When we bought ours we were told that it was a little bit tender and we kept it in the
conservatory for a while, but it was not happy, so we planted it against a north-facing
house wall. The relative shelter has allowed it to go wild; it is at least 5 ft tall and has to be
pruned hard every spring.
H. paniculata ‘Great Star’
syn. ‘Le Vasterival’
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If you think the only difference
between the paniculatas is the
density of sterile florets on the
panicle, then you haven’t seen
‘Great Star’. This is a large shrub, to
about 6 ft, with large conical
panicles of white, fertile flowers, set
with huge, narrow-petalled sterile
florets. It is exceptionally beautiful.

The flowers start white but fade to
deep pink in late autumn. Like all
paniculatas, it can be pruned heavily
and will still produce flowers. In
fact, the inflorescences get bigger the
harder the pruning, but beware - there is a trade-off between the strength of the stem and
the weight of the flower. I prefer to let them develop naturally and only prune when they
are getting in the way.
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H. heteromalla
Bretschneideri Group
Although described in catalogues as
a large shrub, the upright, open
growth makes it look more like a
small tree. It will grow to about 9 ft.
It has white lace-cap flowers early in
the season (June) which fade to
dusky pink and last on the plant
into the autumn. The bark peels
attractively as it ages. It’s happy in
sun or even quite dense shade, and
is very hardy.

Most species and varieties of hydrangea will grow well in shade, and certainly will prefer
moist shade to a dry, sunny site, although some sun encourages flowering. Most require
summer moisture and no winter water-logging, although some species (eg. paniculata) are
more tolerant of a dry site than are others (eg. macrophylla). The main enemy of
hydrangeas is late frost, which can cut them down to the ground. All make good
understory shrubs for the woodland garden.
I hope this has encouraged you to give some of these more unusual hydrangeas a try in
your garden. Some are quite rare, but mail order makes most accessible these days.
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